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At the city we have many  projects, collaborations, and investments related to Poudre river water, its watershed and the river itself.  Our city goal is to work across our departments to have collective impact on the watershed services. The community benefits we get from a healthy watershed and healthy river coursing through our town. Similar to ecosystem services, watershed services provide essential values to our community organized as around these five arrows.     As watershed planner its part of my job to support all of these services.  How I do this is by working to improve our communication and integration.  This is a unique part of my job …   As such the terms healthy and resilience are words that apply to all the five watershed service areas but may have slightly different interpretive angles.  I am going too tell you today about a project we recently completed to help the Citys internal needs by creating a common communication platform through the form of a report card.Some areas point to the same drivers for resilience. Stormwater conveyance….healthy ecology my focus for today….the middle Poudre- the reach from about 7 miles in the canyon (Gateway) to I-25.  This report card MAryLou asked to talk about  



The type of system determines path to resilience 

Rock + Water
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Understanding resilience  on the Poudre River 
A River Health Assessment and Report Card

A Reference No management needed

B Highly functioning May need some management

C Functioning Management likely required

D Functionally Impaired Extensive, active management

F Non-Functioning Biologically unsuitable
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Hello, I am here to tell you about and exciting project we are getting very near to completion and this is the State of the Poudre River Health Assessment.  Before I dive into what we have done, I want  to provide some context as to why the City has pursued this project.



Zone

Reach 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Flow Regime 75 75 75 74 74 73 73 72 72 72 69 69 69 69 69 70 77 77

Sediment Regime 91 84 84 83 82 81 83 82 81 79 79 80 79 79 79 79 79 79

Water Quality 88 77 77 77 87 87 87 87 89 89 89 89 88 88 88 86 83 83

Floodplain Connectivity 78 82 85 74 65 85 62 61 87 50 67 73 70 77 50 98 82 71

Riparian Condition 85 87 85 77 73 74 64 69 76 63 65 70 71 73 70 76 71 68

River Form 82 74 72 79 68 78 67 74 76 70 78 74 75 77 67 74 75 69

Resilience 82 79 76 79 75 76 67 77 78 69 79 77 74 75 71 76 74 68

Physical Structure 76 74 71 82 72 79 66 77 79 77 81 70 77 76 63 74 74 69

Aquatic Life 80 81 78 76 76 76 77 78 72 74 79 79 85 85 85 78 78 78

81 79 78 77 74 78 70 74 78 70 74 74 75 76 70 78 76 73
River Health

80 76 74 75
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So what are the products of the State of the Poudre?  Well we have chosen to release our results in three formats to reach a suite of audiences.  Scientists, resource managers and stakeholders will be interested in the full report, the community is more likely to be interested in the short  colorful quick version which is the report card.  City staff, land owners, and involved stakeholder will also be bale to access more spatially detailed information  through  the online web mapping tool.  Before moving on I want to recognize this vast project was only possible because we have incredibly talented team that includes City Utilities watershed staff (Jill Oropeza and Jared Heath), and consulting firms of Otak, Ecometrics and Johnson environmental.   This team really has an excellent sense of both how a river system such as the Poudre really functions as well as the importance of gathering the story together in a way that is meaningful to our audiences. 



Resilience
Happy healthy river – average years

Resilience through the extremes

Drought   The Big Flood

Bottom line:  A resilient Poudre is…
•managed for a multi-thread channel 
•flushing flows that maintain channel capacity
•habitat parameters are supported
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So in the context of my job I would define resilience through the lens of average water years and extremes.  A happy healthy river desired in the average years is what your intuition already knows, what your guts knows when you walk through intact healthy ecosystems.  In this case it’s a corridor, largely without much development, of riparian or cottonwood forests, interspersed with open grassy and willowy habitat.  The river courses through a mosaic of riffles, runs and pools, young and old cottonwood forests and wildlife seem to be thriving.  Healthy ecosystem.Resilience in the extremes means we are thinking about long not so fun droughts.  Multi year droughts that affect the whole community.  the river dries and sees lower flows more often.  Plants grow into the edges of the river channel and the next years flows don’t scour away these plants (all it takes is a little bit of root).  Riparian forests shrublands and wetlands shrink. Then one day it starts raining and doesn’t stop for 4 days.  And we seen a sudden shift to the other extreme.  Remember the alluvial fanDrought and floods play off eachother
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